The Weyl principle is extended from the Riemannian to the pseudo-Riemannian setting, and subsequently to manifolds equipped with generic symmetric (0, 2)-tensors. More precisely, we construct a family of generalized curvature measures attached to such manifolds, extending the Riemannian Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures introduced by Federer. We then show that they behave naturally under isometric immersions, in particular they do not depend on the ambient signature. Consequently, we extend Theorema Egregium to surfaces equipped with a generic metric of changing signature, and more generally, establish the existence as distributions of intrinsically defined Lipschitz-Killing curvatures for such manifolds of arbitrary dimension. This includes in particular the scalar curvature and the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet integrand. Finally, we deduce a Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem for pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with generic boundary.
states that the volume of an r-tube around a compact convex body in Euclidean space is a polynomial in r. The (suitably normalized) coefficients are called intrinsic volumes. Their importance in convex and integral geometry stems from Hadwiger's theorem which characterizes the intrinsic volumes as the only (up to linear combinations) rigid motion invariant and continuous valuations on the space of compact convex bodies.
Hermann Weyl proved in 1939 a version of Steiner's tube formula for compact submanifolds in Euclidean space [60] . In this case, the volume of the r-tube is still a polynomial for small enough r. The so-called Weyl principle is the striking insight that the intrinsic volumes are expressible in terms of the inner (Riemannian) metric of the submanifold. More precisely, they can be written as integrals of certain polynomials in the curvature tensor called Lipschitz-Killing curvatures. Intrinsic volumes are among the most fundamental Riemannian invariants, and include the Riemannian volume, the total scalar curvature, and the Euler characteristic. Allendoerfer-Weil [12] used Weyl's principle to give an extrinsic proof of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem; an intrinsic proof was later given by Chern [24] .
Later, Federer unified Steiner's and Weyl's results by introducing intrinsic volumes for compact sets of positive reach, which include convex bodies and submanifolds of Euclidean space. Moreover, he showed that intrinsic volumes admit local versions, called curvature measures, which apply to regions of compact sets [31] .
Using Nash's embedding theorem, it follows from Weyl's principle that one can associate to each Riemannian manifold (M, g) a canonical family of curvature measures Λ M k known as the Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures, which behave naturally under isometric immersions. More precisely, if (M, g) (N, h) is an isometric immersion, then Λ N k | M = Λ M k . Moreover, this property characterizes the Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures (up to linear combinations).
We mention some more recent developments related to Weyl's principle. Alesker has developed a far-reaching theory of smooth valuations on manifolds [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11] , which includes intrinsic volumes as fundamental examples. A prominent result in this theory is the existence of a natural product of such valuations. The space spanned by the intrinsic volumes is closed under Alesker's product of smooth valuations, and is called the Lipschitz-Killing algebra of M . Any isometric immersion of Riemannian manifolds induces an algebra morphism of the corresponding Lipschitz-Killing algebras. Stated otherwise, there is a functor from the category of Riemannian manifolds and isometric immersions to the category of algebras.
Based on the observation from [19] that curvature measures form a module over the algebra of smooth valuations, and using Cartan's calculus, Fu-Wannerer [33] construct a module of Riemannian curvature measures over the Lipschitz-Killing algebra. They show that the structure constants in the module product are independent of the Riemannian metric. This allows a surprising transfer of Crofton-style integral-geometric formulas from easy Riemannian manifolds (e.g. round spheres) to more complicated ones (e.g. complex space forms).
Let us complete this introduction on Weyl's principle by some applications and further developments. Donnelly [28] has shown that the intrinsic volumes of compact Riemannian manifolds are invariants of the spectrum of the Laplacian acting on differential forms. This shows that they are not only intrinsic invariants, but spectral invariants.
In [19] the local kinematic formulas for isometry invariant curvature measures on complex space forms were determined, compare also [18, 20] . Tube formulas are special cases, with applications to Chern classes of complex analytic submanifolds in complex space forms [19, Section 3] , [37] . The Fu-Wannerer transfer principle above may be used to simplify the determination of the kinematic formulas [33] .
Some conjectures on the behaviour of Lipschitz-Killing curvatures under Gromov-Hausdorff convergence with potential applications to the theory of Alexandrov spaces with curvature bounded from below are contained in the recent paper [7] . Let us also mention [29] , where analogues of the Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures that are natural under embeddings have been constructed for contact manifolds.
In this work we address the natural problem of extending the Weyl principle to the pseudo-Riemannian setting.
1.2.
Overview of the main results. By a pseudo-Riemannian manifold we understand a pair (M, g), where M is a smooth manifold and g ∈ Γ ∞ (M, Sym 2 T * M ) a field of quadratic forms which is everywhere non-degenerate. We will often write M p,q to denote a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of signature (p, q). The Lipschitz-Killing curvatures of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold are easily defined by analogy with the Riemannian case, but the extension to submanifolds presents fundamental difficulties.
To date, only flat pseudo-Riemannian space has been considered from this perspective, where a Hadwiger-type classification and some Crofton-type formulas have been obtained [10, 17, 30] .
Although a version of Nash's embedding theorem in the pseudo-Riemannian case is available (see Theorem 2.1), a direct approach via tube formulas as in the Riemannian/Euclidean case is too restrictive (but compare [62] ). The reason is that without some rather strong assumptions, the tubes will not be compact. On the other hand, a natural substitute for the intrinsic volumes is provided by the isometry invariant generalized valuations on pseudo-Euclidean spaces from the recent work [17] . A local version of them -isometry invariant generalized curvature measures on pseudo-Euclidean spaces -will be constructed in this paper.
Our main result is that these generalized curvature measures can be extended to pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and that they behave naturally with respect to isometric immersions (of arbitrary signatures). We show furthermore that those curvature measures naturally extend to generic symmetric (0, 2)-tensor fields g whose signature need not be constant.
Such metrics have been studied by a few authors [1, 41, 44, 45, 46, 48, 56] , and appear quite naturally in certain settings. For instance, every compact hypersurface in Minkowski space R n,1 must be of changing signature. A very general construction, with ties to affine differential geometry, optimization, Kähler manifolds and mirror symmetry, is that of Hessian-type metrics [40, 58] .
More broadly, symmetric (0, 2)-tensors without signature constraints appear in various settings, e.g. as the Ricci curvature tensor of a torsion-free affine connection preserving a volume form [43] , such as a symplectic connection. In physics, signature changing metrics are in the heart of the no boundary proposal of Hartle and Hawking [39] , and more generally appear in cosmology [50] and quantum gravity [61] , as well as in optical metamaterials [52] .
At the same time, mathematical results in the changing signature setting are of quite limited scope, often exclusive to two dimensions, and imposing a long list of restrictions on the metric; results such as Gauss-Bonnet theorem are only applicable under further, non-generic restrictions.
Our approach through valuation theory allows us to work in general dimension, with one simple generic restriction on the metric, as follows. Definition 1.1. A metric of changing signature g on a smooth manifold X is LC (light-cone)-regular if 0 is a regular value of g ∈ C ∞ (T X \ 0).
For some examples of LC-regular metrics, see section 4. Let us first state some corollaries of our results to metrics of changing signature. The first is Gauss' Theorema Egregium for LC-regular manifolds. For simplicity, let us state it for a surface embedded in the four-dimensional standard flat space R 2,2 = (R 4 , Q = x 2 1 + x 2 2 − x 2 3 − x 2 4 ). There is a natural complex-valued distribution (generalized measure) on the associated oriented projectivization S 3 Q = P + (R 2,2 ), denoted λ 0 ∈ M −∞ (S 3 Q , C), which is O(2, 2)-invariant. Identifying S 3 Q with the Euclidean sphere S 3 ,
One can show that Reλ 0 , Im λ 0 span the space of such invariant distributions.
Theorem A (Theorema Egregium). Let e : (X 2 , g) ֒→ R 2,2 be an isometric embedding of an LC-regular surface. Let N X ⊂ R 2,2 × S 3 Q be the normal bundle, π : N X → X and ν : N X → S 3 Q the natural projections. Define the Gaussian curvature distribution by κ X 0 = π * (ν * λ 0 ) ∈ M −∞ (X). Then κ X 0 depends only on (X, g), and restricts to i q 2π KdA at the open subset of signature (2 − q, q), where K is the sectional curvature and dA the area element.
A similar statement holds in arbitrary dimensions and ambient signature. The LC-regularity condition guarantees that κ X 0 is well-defined. If a local isometric embedding as a hypersurface is available, κ X 0 can be defined as (twice) the pullback by the Gauss map of λ 0 ∈ M −∞ (P + (R p,q ), C) O(p,q) , as in the classical setting. The next result generalizes Theorem A, asserting the extendability of the Lipschitz-Killing curvatures to LC-regular manifolds as follows.
Consider the category LCMet, whose objects are LC-regular manifolds without boundary, and morphisms are open isometric inclusions; and the category GMsr of pairs (X, µ), where X is a manifold without boundary and µ ∈ M −∞ (X, C) a complex-valued distribution, and whose morphisms are open inclusions j : (X, µ) ֒→ (Y, ν) such that j * ν = µ. In the language of Atiyah-Bott-Patodi [13] , a distributionvalued invariant of LC-regular metrics is any covariant functor Ω : LCMet → GMsr, such that Ω(X, g) = (X, Ω X,g ).
Theorem B (Lipschitz-Killing curvatures of LC-regular manifolds). There exist for all k ≥ 0 natural distribution-valued k-homogeneous invariants κ k : LCMet → GMsr such that, whenever g is non-degenerate of signature (p, q),
where LK k is the classical k-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature.
In particular κ X,g 0 (resp. κ X,g dim X−2 ) is a multiple of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet integrand, (resp. the scalar curvature) when (X, g) is pseudo-Riemannian. Naturally, if X is a surface then κ X,g 0 coincides with the Gaussian curvature from Theorem A. Note that on compact LC-regular manifolds, the above distributions can be integrated to give global Lipschitz-Killing invariants.
The last corollary of our main result is a Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem, which extends the Chern-Avez theorem on closed pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. We present here two notable special cases: closed manifolds of changing signature, and pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with generic boundary.
Pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with boundary have been previously considered, see [21, 35, 41] . Typically, non-generic restrictions are imposed on the boundary, e.g. the metric induced on the boundary is assumed non-degenerate, or its Gaussian curvature bounded. For instance, a generic smooth domain in R p,q , such as the Euclidean ball, violates both restrictions.
Theorem C (Chern-Gauss-Bonnet).
i) If (X, g) is a closed LC-regular manifold, then
ii) If (X, g) is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with boundary, and (∂X, g) is LC-regular, then
where λ ∂X,g ∈ M −∞ (∂X, C) generalizes geodesic curvature (see Section 8) .
Theorems A, B and C are corollaries of the Weyl principle for pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and its extension to LC-regular manifolds, which we establish in the paper. To state these results, let us introduce some further notation. Let ΨMet denote the category of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with isometric immersions. Define GVal to be the category where the objects are pairs (M, µ), with M a smooth manifold, and µ ∈ V −∞ (M, C) (the space of generalized valuations, see Subsection 2.2). The morphisms e : (M, µ M ) → (N, µ N ) are immersions e : M N such that e * µ N is well-defined, and µ M = e * µ N .
Similarly, let GCrv be the category where the objects are pairs (M, Φ), with M a smooth manifold, and Φ ∈ C −∞ (M, C) (the space of generalized curvature measures, see Subsection 2.3). The morphisms e : (M, Φ M ) → (N, Φ N ) are immersions e : M N such that e * Φ N is well-defined, and Φ M = e * Φ N . The globalization gives rise to a functor glob : GCrv → GVal.
A generalized valuation valued invariant of pseudo-Riemannian metrics is any covariant functor ΨMet → GVal intertwining the forgetful functor to the category of smooth manifolds. Generalized curvature measure valued invariants are defined similarly.
Theorem D (Weyl principle in the pseudo-Riemannian category). There are generalized valuations (resp. curvature measures) valued invariants of pseudo-Riemannian metrics µ k :
Let us comment on some aspects of this theorem. The uniqueness statement holds also for curvature measures, except the last sum starts at k = 0, since µ 0 is the real-valued Euler characteristic, while Λ 0 has a nonzero imaginary part. The proof is rather tedious though similar to the valuation case, and is deferred to a later paper.
To recover the full array of invariants, we are forced to allow some singularities, hence the generalized, rather than smooth, curvature measures and valuations. These singularities pose the largest technical challenge that we have to overcome.
The functor Λ k is called the k-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature measure, and µ k is called the k-th intrinsic volume. Note that both are complex-valued, which simplifies the formulations of many statements. As Λ k and µ k are generalized, they can only be applied or restricted to sets which are in general position with respect to the null-directions of the metric. We call such sets LC(light-cone)-transversal sets, see Definition 4.5 for a precise description.
At first glance, the pseudo-Riemannian Weyl principle seems straightforward to anticipate, given the Riemannian picture, at least up to signs and constants. However, a closer inspection reveals the results to be the outcome of an array of cancellations and coincidences that is far richer than that encountered by H. Weyl in [60] . One remarkable coincidence is the existence of a distinguished basis of Lipschitz-Killing curvatures, that restrict independently of the signature of the ambient metric. For another, the integral (25) computed in Section 3 that appears out of the geometry, must have the various parameters perfectly tuned to yield the recursive relation (26) , which is at the heart of the proof of the Weyl principle.
One advantage of the language of valuation theory is that it allows easy transition between manifolds of different dimension through restriction. This suggests a simultaneous treatment of all signatures, switching between different signatures using isometric immersions. However, while the Riemannian Weyl principle applies to arbitrary submanifolds, a typical submanifold in the pseudo-Riemannian setting inherits a symmetric field of (0, 2)-tensors of non-constant signature. Thus it is natural to expand the class of admissible tensors to metrics of changing signature. Crucially, the LC-transversality of a submanifold turns out to coincide with the intrinsic property of LC-regularity of the induced metric.
Theorem E (Weyl principle for LC-regular manifolds). (X, g) is LC-regular if and only if e(X) is LC-transversal for some (equivalently, any) isometric embedding e : X ֒→ M p,q . The restriction Λ X k := e * Λ M k is independent of e. Proposition 1.2 (Basic properties of Λ k , µ k ). i) Λ k extends the Riemannian Federer curvature measures; µ k extends the intrinsic volumes. ii) µ X,g k and Λ X,g k depend continuously on g in the C ∞ topology. iii) Homogeneity:
The distribution-valued curvatures of Theorem B are simply the interior terms of Λ k . The Chern-Gauss-Bonnet Theorem C follows from the last property. For a sharper continuity statement, see Remark 7.10.
1.3. Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we recall the theory of valuations and curvature measures on manifolds, and introduce the notion of generalized curvature measures, which is central in this work. In Section 3 we introduce a convenient language to treat homogeneous distributions, and compute a distributional integral that plays a key role in the proof of Theorem D. In Section 4 we study LC-regular manifolds and LC-transversal submanifolds of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, and show that the two notions are equivalent. In Section 5 we construct the pseudo-Riemannian Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures. In Section 6 we compute the restriction of those curvature measures to pseudo-Riemannian submanifolds, establishing the existence part of Theorem D, which then combines with results of Section 4 to prove Theorem E. In Section 7, some basic properties of the Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures are established, and the uniqueness part of Theorem D is proved. Finally, in Section 8 we derive a generalization of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem from the Weyl principle.
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Background. Generalized valuations and curvature measures
2.1. Some terminology. Let M be a smooth manifold. We will always assume that M is oriented and connected, although all statements can be adjusted to the general case as well. All manifolds are without boundary, unless indicated otherwise.
A pseudo-Riemannian metric on M is a smooth field Q of non-degenerate quadratic forms. Since M is connected, the signature of these quadratic forms is constant and will be denoted by (p, q). The simplest pseudo-Riemannian manifold is R p,q , which is R p+q endowed with the flat metric Q = dx 2 1 + . . . + dx 2 p − dx 2 p+1 − . . . − dx 2 p+q . The notation M p,q will mean that M is equipped with some pseudo-Riemannian metric of that signature.
We will make frequent use of the following version of Nash's embedding theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Pseudo-Riemannian Nash embedding theorem, [26] ). Any pseudo-Riemannian manifold M p,q admits an isometric embedding e : M ֒→ R p ′ ,q ′ . On R n , we can identify C ∞ c (R n ) = M ∞ c (R n ) using the standard Lebesgue measure, thus identifying C −∞ (R n ) with M −∞ (R n ). For instance, the Dirac delta may be considered as generalized function or measure on R n . However, on an arbitrary manifold M there is no such natural identification, and the Dirac delta at a point can only be defined as a generalized measured if no additional choices are made. In fact, even on R n homotheties act differently on generalized functions and measures. The term distribution(al) will refer to either notion, when no confusion can arise.
More generally, a generalized k-form is an element of Ω k −∞ (M ) := Ω n−k c (M ) * . Note that generalized k-forms are called (n − k)-currents in geometric measure theory and that Ω k (M ) ֒→ Ω k −∞ (M ). Using Stokes' theorem, one can extend by duality the exterior differential as a map d :
. If X is a manifold with boundary, by Ω −∞ (X) we mean the supported currents, namely the linear functionals on Ω c (X). IfX ⊃ X is a manifold without boundary, Ω −∞ (X) can be identified with the elements of Ω −∞ (X) supported in X.
The wave front set of a generalized k-form ω is a closed conical subset WF(ω) ⊂ T * M \ 0. If WF(ω) = ∅, then ω is a smooth form. The space of all generalized k-forms ω with WF(ω) ⊂ Γ for some fixed closed conical set Γ ⊂ T * M \0 is denoted by Ω k −∞,Γ (M ). We refer to [42] for the definition and more details. Our main results do not depend on a particular choice of topology. To get good continuity properties for the various curvature measures that we construct, we use the normal topology [23, 27] on Ω k −∞,Γ (M ) instead of the more common Hörmander topology, as it renders the operations of pull-back and push-forward continuous, rather than merely sequentially continuous. The compactly supported smooth k-forms are sequentially dense in both topologies. For Γ = T * M \ 0, the normal topology on Ω k −∞,Γ (M ) = Ω k −∞ (M ) is the strong dual topology. The wedge product admits a partial extension to generalized forms. More precisely, let a : T * M → T * M, (x, ξ) → (x, −ξ) be the antipodal map. If Γ 1 ∩ aΓ 2 = ∅, then the wedge product extends as a jointly sequentially continuous and hypocontinuous, hence separately continuous bilinear map x ∈ X, de| * x (ξ) = 0} is called the conormal bundle of X in M . We will use the same notation for its lift to T * M (with or without the zero section) when no confusion can arise. When M has to be specified, we write N * X = T * X M .
Valuations.
A valuation on an n-dimensional vector space V is a finitely additive functional µ on the space of convex bodies. Finite additivity means that The dense subspace of smooth vectors for this representation of GL(V ) is denoted by Val ∞ and its elements are called smooth translation invariant valuations.
Based on his irreducibility theorem, Alesker proved that a valuation µ is smooth if and only if there are translation invariant differential forms φ ∈ Ω n (V ), ω ∈ Ω n−1 (P V ) such that
Here nc(K) is the conormal cycle of K, which is a Legendrian cycle in the cosphere bundle P V of V . This suggests to define the space of smooth valuations on V -without translation invariance -to be those valuations which admit a representation as in (1) in terms of (not necessarily translation invariant) differential forms φ, ω. This point of view allows to go from the affine space to a smooth manifold M . Alesker has developed a deep theory of smooth valuations on manifolds. In this theory, convex bodies are replaced by some family of test bodies, such as the family P(M ) of compact differentiable polyhedra. A smooth valuation on M is then a functional µ : P(M ) → R defined by some forms φ ∈ Ω n (M ) and ω ∈ Ω n−1 (P M ), given by
where nc(A) is the conormal cycle of A ∈ P(M ), which is a Legendrian cycle in the cosphere bundle P M of M . We will also write µ = [[φ, ω]]. The space of smooth valuations on M is denoted by V ∞ (M ). It admits a natural filtration
and the Euler-Verdier involution given by σ(
where a : P M → P M is the fiberwise antipodal map. The differential forms defining µ are not unique. By [15] , one has [[φ, ω]] = 0 if and only if Dω + π * φ = 0, π * ω = 0. Here π : P M → M is the projection and π * (resp. π * ) denotes the pull-back (resp. push-forward) of differential forms; and D is the Rumin operator, a certain differential operator of second order associated to contact manifolds [15, 49] .
Alesker and Fu [11] (see also [8] and [32] ) have introduced a product structure on the space V ∞ (M ) of smooth valuations on a manifold M , which is compatible with the filtration (3). It has led to several deep applications in the integral geometry of isotropic spaces [6, 9, 19, 53, 54, 59] . The product satisfies a version of Poincaré duality, which gives rise to the notion of generalized valuations on a manifold. Generalized valuations appear quite naturally in Hadwiger-type theorems for noncompact groups such as the Lorentz group [10, 17, 29] .
The space V ∞ c (M ) of compactly supported smooth valuations on M has a natural topology, and the space of generalized valuations on M is defined as
The form τ must be closed and vertical, and π * τ = dζ. Any such pair defines a generalized valuation, denoted [(ζ, τ )] ∈ V −∞ (M ), and this correspondence is one-to-one. There is a natural inclusion of the (not necessarily compact
By [8] , 
The filtration (3) can be extended to a natural filtration of V −∞ (M ):
2.3. Curvature measures. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space. A curvature measure is a valuation on convex bodies with values in the space of signed measures. Continuity (with respect to weak convergence of measures) is usually not enough to obtain useful results. Some other conditions like local definedness have to be added, see for instance [51] .
Smooth curvature measures can be defined by using (1) 
Fundamental examples of smooth translation invariant curvature measures are Federer's curvature measures [31, 63] .
Similarly to smooth valuations, smooth curvature measures can be defined on manifolds. Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n. A functional Φ :
We will also write Φ = [φ, ω]. The space of smooth curvature measures is denoted by C(M ). As observed in [54] , the natural filtration on the space of (n − 1)-forms on the sphere bundle P M → M induces a filtration
In particular, if f ≡ 1, we get the globalization map
It is clearly surjective and compatible with the filtrations, namely W ∞ k = glob(C k ). Next we introduce the notion of generalized curvature measure by replacing the test bodies P(M ) with V ∞ c (M ), as in the definition of generalized valuations.
The natural filtration on the space of generalized (n − 1)-forms on the sphere bundle P M → M induces a filtration
. In particular, we obtain a globalization map glob :
In terms of generalized forms,
Here the various operations (Rumin differential, push-forward and pull-back) are extended from smooth forms to generalized forms by duality in the usual way.
Proof. It is well-known [47, eq. 6.38] that for every smooth manifold X, the inclusion Ω • (X) ֒→ Ω • −∞ (X) induces an isomorphism on the corresponding de Rham cohomologies of X.
Let a generalized valuation be given by a pair of generalized forms ζ ∈ C −∞ (M ), τ ∈ Ω n −∞ (P M ), with τ vertical and closed and π * τ = dζ. Let [τ ] ∈ H n (P M ) be the cohomology class of τ . A part of the exact Gysin sequence [22, Proposition 4.13] is
By our assumptions we have
Let (φ c , ω c ) be a pair of smooth forms with Dω c + π * φ c = 0, π * ω c = 1. Such forms were constructed by Chern [24] . Then D(ω − λω c ) + π * (φ − λφ c ) = τ and π * (ω − λω c ) = ζ, hence the generalized curvature measure [(φ − λφ c , ω − λω c )] maps under glob to the given generalized valuation.
Fix a pair of closed cones Λ ⊂ T * M \ 0, Γ ⊂ T * P M \ 0. Define C −∞ Λ,Γ (M ) as the space of curvature measures that can be represented by a pair (φ, ω) ∈ Ω n −∞,Λ (M ) × Ω n−1 −∞,Γ (P M ). As differential operators do not increase the wave front set, the globalization map acts from C −∞ Λ,Γ (M ) to V −∞ π * Γ,−Γ∪π * Λ (M ). We topologize C −∞ Λ,Γ (M ) by quotienting the normal topology on Ω n −∞,Λ (M ) × Ω n−1 −∞,Γ (P M ). Next, we distinguish a subset of P(M ) on which generalized curvature measures can naturally be evaluated.
is the sought after extension.
2.4.
Restriction of generalized curvature measures. Given an immersion e : X Y , it is possible to pull-back smooth valuations and curvature measures through e. This operation is called restriction, and can be extended to generalized valuations and curvature measures if certain conditions are satisfied. In its more refined version, the Weyl principle states that the Riemannian Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures are compatible with isometric immersions. The central result is this paper is the analogous statement in the pseudo-Riemannian case.
If e : X ֒→ Y is an embedding, the operation of restriction of smooth valuations
Let us recall the construction in [6] , compare also [33] . Assume first e : X ֒→ Y . Consider the natural maps q :
Then, the restrictions of the smooth curvature measure [φ, ω] and its globalization [[φ, ω]] are given by
Since the construction is local, it immediately extends to immersions e : X Y . Formula (9) can be used to extend the pull-back to a continuous map
are satisfied, see [6] for details. The case of generalized curvature measures is similar and reads as follows. Note the minor difference in the assumptions, which is due to the fact that
with ζ, τ given by (4). Proposition 2.6. Let e : X Y be an immersion of manifolds. Assume it is transversal to (∅, Γ) in the sense of (10), and Λ ⊂ T * Y \ 0 is arbitrary. The restriction map e * : C(Y ) → C(X) then extends to a continuous map
, the generalized forms φ ′ = q * θ * ω and ω ′ = β * α * ω are well-defined by standard wave front set considerations as in [6, Claim 3.5.4] . We need to check that
Given a pair (φ, ω) of generalized forms, we will denote by e * (φ, ω) = (φ ′ , ω ′ ) the restriction in the sense of curvature measures, where φ ′ , ω ′ are given by (7) .
Homogeneous distributions
In this section we recall some homogeneous distributions on the real line that will be used throughout the paper, and introduce some useful terminology for working with generalized differential forms that are homogeneous in a certain sense. In the last subsection, we compute the integral of a distribution-valued functional that will be in the center of our proof of the Weyl principle.
The Euler Beta function
extends meromorphically to C in each variable. We introduce the notation
3.1. Homogeneous generalized functions on the real line. We refer to [38] and [42, Section 3.2] for the material in this subsection.
Recall that the Dirac function δ = δ 0 satisfies
Then the function x s + is locally integrable and defines a generalized function on R. It is well-known that x s + extends to a meromorphic family of generalized functions with simple poles at
and
Similarly, the locally integrable functions given by |x|
extend to meromorphic families of generalized functions. The poles and residues are given by
For s ∈ C, χ s ∈ C −∞ (R) will denote some s-homogeneous generalized function. We introduce some further notation that will be convenient in our computations.
x k := |x| k k is even, sign(x)|x| k k is odd.
Define the following generalized functions for half-integer s < 0.
The index i of χ s i ∈ {χ s 0 , χ s 1 } is understood modulo 2. We note the identities
3.2. σ-homogeneous generalized forms on a manifold. Let σ ∈ C ∞ (X) be a smooth function on an m-dimensional manifold X, and assume the level set X 0 = σ −1 (0) contains no critical points of σ.
We say that such a form ω has σ-degree
We proceed to establish some basic properties of this class of forms. 
Proof. Let us check linearity, which reduces to additivity. Take ω j = f j (σ)ω ′ j , j = 1, 2 as in Definition 3.1, such that s 1 + ǫ f1 ≡ s 2 + ǫ f2 ≡ δ mod 2. We may assume s 1 ≤ s 2 . Then f 2 (σ) = λσ p f 1 (σ) with λ = f2(1) f1(1) and p = s 2 − s 1 ∈ N ∪ {0}, and we conclude that
Put ω = f (σ)ω ′ as before. We get dω = df ∧ω ′ +f dω ′ . Now if f = |σ| s then df = s|σ| s−1 sign σdσ, and similarly for the odd case, implying the statement. The last assertion, too, is straightforward.
is the homogeneous function defined for large Res by continuity, and then extended meromorphically to s ∈ C.
Proposition 3.5. Let ω ∈ H δ (X, σ). The following families are analytic at s = 0.
• σ s ± · ω, if either δ / ∈ Z/2Z, or if ω extends as an L 1 form to X.
It naturally extends to an isomorphism of the space of tempered distributions F :
The following are standard [42] :
The following identities between meromorphic families in s ∈ C of homogeneous tempered distributions S ′ (R) hold (see [34] , and note the difference in sign in the definition of the Fourier transform).
From these equations and since χ s i is real-valued, it follows that for all halfintegers s < 0 we have
where
Proposition 3.8. Let m ≥ a ≥ 0 be integers, and i ∈ Z 2 . It holds that
In particular, J m,a (σ, 1;
Proof. Let f ∈ S ′ (R). Using the change of variables x = σ cos 2 t+ρ sin 2 t, y = ρ−σ, and equations (19), (20) and (23) we find that
It follows that
We then verify that
We now compute that (24) is the Fourier transform of the right hand side of (26).
Light-cone regularity and light-cone transversality
Here we consider manifolds equipped with a metric of changing signature. We define the intrinsic notion of LC-regularity, and the extrinsic notion of LC-transversality for such manifolds. The main result of the section amounts to the equivalence of the two notions. This equivalence can be seen as a necessary differential-topological precursor to Gauss' Theorema Egregium for such manifolds.
4.1.
Generic metrics of changing signature. By a metric of changing signature g on a manifold X we understand any smooth symmetric (0, 2)-tensor g. It defines a natural non-negative absolutely continuous measure, denoted vol X,g . In coordinates, vol X,g = | det g|dx 1 ∧ . . . ∧ dx n . Define the light-cone LC X ⊂ P + (T X) as the set of null directions. Let X ND ⊂ X denote the non-degenerate points of g.
In particular, LC X ⊂ P + (T X) is then a smooth hypersurface. Below are some examples of LC-regular metrics in R 2 , with the non-degenerate signatures indicated.
Note in particular that det(g ij ) need not be Morse at its zeros.
Lemma 4.2. Take p ∈ (X, g) and v ∈ Ker(g p ), and let V be any vector field near p extending v. Proof. The first statement is immediate from Lemma 4.3.
For the second, assume that (X, g) is LC-regular. The set where g is pseudo-Riemannian is clearly open. If it is not dense, we may replace X with a degenerate neighborhood. We thus have X = R n , and g = g ij dx i dx j , det(g ij ) = 0.
Find the greatest k ≥ 1 such that dim Ker g ≥ k in R n . We may further assume that dim Ker g| 0 = k, and Ker g| 0 = Span{e n−k+1 , . . . , e n }. It then holds that g ij (0) = g ji (0) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n − k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Let γ(t) be any curve through 0. Denote by M j (t) the principal j-minor of g| γ(t) with the last (n − j) rows and columns deleted. Writing det M n−k+1 (t) explicitly, we conclude that (det M n−k+1 ) ′ (0) = g ′ n−k+1,n−k+1 (0) det M n−k (0). Since dim Ker g| 0 = k, det M n−k (0) = 0, while by LC-regularity, one can choose γ(t) such that g ′ n−k+1,n−k+1 (0) = 0. It follows that det M n−k+1 (t) = 0 for small t > 0, contradicting dim Ker g ≥ k. Proof. Immediate from the transversality theorem.
Let us consider the important class of LC-transversal hypersurfaces. Let X n ⊂ M p,q be an oriented hypersurface. At x ∈ X, the Gauss map ν : X → P + (T M ) gives rise to the shape operator S x :
on the vertical subspace induced by the Levi-Civita connection. We say that X has nonzero principal curvatures at x ∈ X if S x is bijective. For M = R p,q , this is equivalent to M having non-zero Gaussian curvature with respect to the standard Euclidean metric (as the connections of the Euclidean and pseudo-Euclidean metrics coincide). Proof. We should check that
Decompose into the horizontal and vertical subspaces:
Back to general codimension, we now show that LC-transversality is stable under isometric embeddings. Proof. We write N W p M for the Q-normal to T p M in T p W , and similarly for the normal cycle. Let us first assume that A = X is a submanifold without boundary.
Let X ⊂ M be LC-transversal. Consider (p, ν) ∈ LC W ∩N W p X with ν = 0. We should find a path x(t) ∈ X, x(0) = p, and ν(t) ∈ N W x(t) X with d dt t=0 Q(ν(t)) = 0. We have the Q-orthogonal decomposition T p W = T p M ⊕N W p M , and we decompose ν = ν 1 + ν 2 accordingly. In particular, Q(ν 1 ) = −Q(ν 2 ), and both ν 1 ,
x(t) X such that Q(ν 2 (t)) ≡ 0, and therefore for ν(t) := ν 1 (t) + ν 2 (t) we have d dt t=0 Q(ν(t)) = d dt t=0 Q(ν 1 (t)) = 0. Otherwise, we have Q(ν 1 ) = −Q(ν 2 ) = 0, and can take x(t) = p and ν(t) = (1 + t)ν 1 + (1 − t)ν 2 . Then Q(ν(t)) = (1 + t) 2 Q(ν 1 ) + (1 − t) 2 Q(ν 2 ) = 4tQ(ν 1 ), concluding this case.
Assume now X ⊂ W is LC-transversal, and take (p, ν) ∈ N M p X ∩ LC M with ν = 0. Since N M p X ⊂ N W p X, it follows we can find a curve x(t) ∈ X and ν(t) ∈ N W x(t) X with x(0) = p, ν(0) = ν such that d dt t=0 Q(ν(t)) = 0. Decompose Q-orthogonally ν(t) = ν 1 (t) + ν 2 (t) ∈ T x(t) M ⊕ N W x(t) M , so that Q(ν(t)) = Q(ν 1 (t)) + Q(ν 2 (t)). It follows that ν 1 (t) = ν(t) − ν 2 (t) ∈ N M x(t) X. Note that ν 2 (0) = 0, hence d dt t=0 Q(ν 2 (t)) = 0. We conclude that d dt t=0 Q(ν 1 (t)) = 0, im-
gives rise to a smooth subset Z W of nc W (A) in W (which in general is only a subset of a smooth stratum):
The union of all subsets Z W obtained that way is nc W (A), except if A is full-dimensional in M , whence one or two strata contained in N W M are not included, however the latter do not meet LC W . The proof above now can be repeated verbatim.
We now proceed to establish that for a manifold X, LC-regularity is equivalent to LC-transversality in the following sense. Proposition 4.9. Let (X, g) be a metric of changing signature. Then the following are equivalent.
i) There exists an isometric immersion e : X ֒→ M into a pseudo-Riemannian M such that e(X) is LC-transversal. ii) For any isometric immersion e : X ֒→ M into a pseudo-Riemannian M , e(X) is LC-transversal. iii) (X, g) is LC-regular.
We will need the following simple embedding results. Proof. We define e : U → R 2n , x → (x, 0), and construct a pseudo-Riemannian metric G on U × R n . We use the standard Euclidean structures on R n , R 2n to identify g, G with fields of symmetric matrices. Set
Clearly e * G = g, and choosing R(x) ≫ g x ∞ , G has signature (n, n).
Lemma 4.11. Let e j : (X n , g) ֒→ (M j , Q j ) be isometric embeddings, with (M j , Q j ) pseudo-Riemannian, j = 1, 2. Then for any p ∈ X one can find neighborhoods U ⊂ X, U j ⊂ M j of p with U j ∩ e j (X) = e j (U ), and a pseudo-Riemannian (M, Q), and isometric embeddings f j :
Proof. We may work locally, thus assume X = (R n , g), p = 0, M j = (R n+kj , Q j ), and e j (X) is the coordinate subspace in each M j given by y n+1 = · · · = y n+kj = 0. TakeM = R n+k1+k2 , and set Finally, we will need the following statements, which will allow us to identify the tangent and normal bundles in a particular case. Denote ⊥ Q (E) := E Q . Proposition 4.12. Let Q be the standard (n, n) form on R 2n = R n,n . Let E 0 ∈ Gr n (R n,n ) be any subspace. Then there is a ⊥ Q -invariant open neighborhood U of E 0 , and a smooth section B :
Proof. Let P be a Q-compatible Euclidean structure on R 2n , and recall the involution S ∈ O(P ) ∩ O(Q) is given by Q(x, y) = P (Sx, y). Let X P be Gr n (R 2n ), equipped with the standard O(P )-invariant metric, and note that the isometry class of X P is independent of the choice of P . Let ∠ P (E, F ) denote the maximal principal angle between E, F ∈ X P . Recalling that for all linear subspaces E, E Q = SE P , we conclude that ⊥ Q is an isometry of X P .
Claim. There is a Q-compatible P and a ⊥ Q -invariant open set U around E 0 such that any two points in U are connected by a unique shortest geodesic.
Indeed, let Λ n (R 2n ) be the set of Q-isotropic subspaces, and note that Λ n (R 2n ) lies in the closure of any O(Q)-orbit on Gr n (R 2n ). Denote by ǫ 0 the convexity radius of X P . It suffices to find some L 0 ∈ Λ n (R 2n ) such that ∠ P (E 0 , L 0 ) < ǫ 0 , for then ⊥ Q (L 0 ) = L 0 and we can take U := {E : ∠ P (E, L 0 ) < ǫ 0 }. To find such (L 0 , P ), fix any Q-compatible metric P ′ , and choose g ∈ O(Q) and some
Fix such P, U . For any E ∈ U , let Λ(E) be the midpoint of the shortest geodesic (E, E Q ). Since the endpoints are interchanged by the isometry ⊥ Q , we conclude that Λ(E) Q = Λ(E), that is Λ(E) is isotropic. Let π E : R 2n → Λ(E) be the P -orthogonal projection. Then
Corollary 4.13. Let (X n , g) ⊂ (M n,n , Q) be an isometrically immersed manifold, p ∈ X. Then one can find an open neighborhood U ⊂ X of p, and a smooth section B : U → Hom(T X, N Q X) such that B x is bijective for all x ∈ U , and B * x Q = −g. Proof. Choose a neighborhood U 1 ⊂ M of p and a smooth section A :
. Use Proposition 4.12 to find an open neighborhood U ⊂ X ∩ U 1 of p, and a sectionB :
x is the desired section.
Proof of Proposition 4.9. As the statement is local, we may replace immersions by embeddings. The implication ii) ⇒ i) follows from Lemma 4.10.
For the reverse implication, assume the first item, and let e ′ : X ֒→ M ′ be another embedding. Use Consider the group G ǫ U = {g ∈ SL(m + 1, R) : g T I ǫ U g = I ǫ U }, where I ǫ U = Diag(ǫ 0 , . . . , ǫ m ), which is isomorphic to SO(p, q). Note that if g ∈ G ǫ U , then (g −1 ) i,j = g j,i ǫ i ǫ j . Let g ǫ U be its Lie algebra. We denote by S ǫ M the bundle over M consisting of all tangent vectors of norm ǫ = ǫ 0 . Let F ǫ U be the bundle over M consisting of all tuples (p, B 0 , . . . , B m ) such that B 0 , . . . , B m is a positive basis of T p M and Q(B i , B j ) = δ ij ǫ i . We will denote π M : S ǫ M → M and π 0 : F ǫ U → S ǫ M the projections π M (x, v) = p, and π 0 (x, B 0 , . . . ,
Here and in the following we use Einstein's summation convention.
The stabilizer of (x, B 0 ) will be denoted H ǫ U . It is isomorphic to SO(p − 1, q) for ǫ = +1, and to SO(p, q − 1) when ǫ = −1. Forms on S ǫ M may be identified with forms on F ǫ U which are invariant under H ǫ U and vanish whenever a tangent vector to the fiber of π 0 is plugged in.
Consider the solder forms θ i , the connection forms ω i,j associated to the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of Q, and the curvature forms Ω i,j corresponding to the curvature tensor R
Note that ω = (ω i,j ) and Ω = (Ω i,j ) take values in g ǫ U ≃ so(p, q), so that
This suggests to introduce the following notation.
Thenω i,j ,Ω i,j are antisymmetric with respect to their indices. The action of G ǫ U on these forms is given by
The structure equations read
dΩ i,j = ǫ aΩi,a ∧ω a,j − ǫ aωi,a ∧Ω a,j .
Note that θ 0 descends to a well-defined α ∈ Ω 1 (S ǫ M ), which is a contact form.
where π runs over permutations of 1, . . . , m, descends to a form φ ǫ k,r ∈ Ω m (S ǫ M ). Moreover, this latter form is independent of U .
Proof. The first statement is an easy computation analogous to the Riemannian case and we omit the details.
Let us show that φ ǫ k,r is independent of U . Let ρ be a permutation of {1, . . . , m} with inverse τ := ρ −1 . Then
. . , B τm ) is a diffeomorphism which commutes with π 0 (the sign is needed since we want to map a positive basis to a positive basis). It satisfies A * θ i = θ τi , A * ω ij = ω τi,τj , A * Ω ij =Ω τi,τj if i, j > 1, and the same equations with added factor sgn(ρ) if i = 1 or j = 1. It follows that A * φ ǫ k,r = φ ǫ k,r , hence φ k,r is independent of U .
descends to a form ψ m+1,r ∈ Ω m+1 (M ) which is independent of ǫ and U .
Proof. Similar to Lemma 5.1 .
5.2.
Compatible Riemannian metrics. We will be making use of a carefully chosen auxiliary Riemannian structure, as follows. ii) A compatible Riemannian metric is quadratically compatible at y ∈ M if there are coordinates x 1 , . . . , x m+1 on M around y such that y = (0, . . . , 0), Riemannian metric P in U that is quadratically compatible with Q at y. iii) Consider R p,q = R p+q with the standard bilinear forms Q, P . Let M p ′ ,q ′ ⊂ R p,q be a pseudo-Riemannian submanifold, and y ∈ M such that T y M is spanned by the coordinate vectors ∂ ∂x1 , . . . , ∂ ∂x p ′ , ∂ ∂xp+1 , . . . , ∂ ∂x p+q ′ . Then there is a Q-compatible Riemannian metric P ′ on a neighborhood of y in M , that is quadratically compatible at y, and P | M − P ′ = O( x − y 2 2 ). Proof. We follow Chern [25] . i) Start with any Riemannian structure P 0 , let V ± be the resulting decomposition of T M into positive and negative eigenspaces of Q with respect to P 0 , and then define g ± := ±Q| V± . By Lemma 5.4, V ± are smooth subbundles of T M , hence P = g + ⊕ g − is a smooth compatible Riemannian metric. ii) By Theorem 2.1, ii) follows from iii). iii) By assumption,
with ǫ i = ±1 and I = {1, . . . , p ′ , p + 1, . . . , p + q ′ }. Take P 0 = P | M , and proceed as in the first part.
Traversing the light cone.
In this subsection we suppose that M has an indefinite pseudo-Riemannian metric, and thus S + M and S − M are non-empty. We will patch together the forms φ + k,r , φ − k,r defined on these bundles into globally defined generalized forms on the full bundle P + (T M ) of oriented tangent lines. 
Observe that each flag ψ = (L 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ L m ) in Φ corresponds to a unique Porthonormal frame E = (E 0 , . . . , E m ) such that E 0 , . . . , E j is a positive basis of L j for all j. If ψ ∈ Φ ± W , there is also a unique Q-orthonormal frame B = (B 0 , . . . , B m ) such that B 0 , . . . , B j is a positive basis of L j . By definition, this frame B belongs to the frame bundle F ± U . Let Ψ W ⊂ Φ denote the sub-bundle that over p ∈ M has fiber consisting of oriented flags L 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ L m = T p M , such that: L 0 ⊂ V + ∪ V − , L 1 = L 0 ⊕ S(L 0 ) (with the direct sum orientation), and for all j ≥ 2,
Given a flag in Ψ nd W , the associated frames E = (E 0 , . . . , E m ) and B = (B 0 , . . . , B m ) are related as follows
where σ = Q(E 0 ), ǫ = sign(σ), and τ = Q(E 0 , E 1 ) ≥ 0. We call Ψ nd W the almost bi-orthonormal frame bundle. Note that τ 2 + σ 2 = P (SE 0 , E 1 ) 2 + P (SE 0 , E 0 ) 2 = 1.
The action of S is given by
5.3.2. Solder and connection forms. We define forms on Ψ W as follows. We have identified (using P ) the full oriented flag bundle Φ in T M with the bundle of oriented P -orthonormal frames over M . On the latter bundle, there are solder forms θ P i , connection forms ω P ij = −ω P ji and curvature forms Ω P ij = −Ω P ji . These forms may be pulled back to Ψ W to define forms
correspond to the solder, connection and curvature forms. The restrictions of these forms to Ψ nd
Proposition 5.6. The solder forms with respect to P and Q are related by the equations
Proof. We may rewrite equations (36)- (38) as B = EC where B = (B 0 , . . . , B n ), E = (E 0 , . . . , E n ) and
Then the column vectors
from which the displayed equations follow.
Our next aim is to find the relations between the connection forms for P and Q. We write σ = cos(2β) and τ = sin(2β) with 0 < β < π 2 .
Proposition 5.7. Modulo span(θ E 0 , . . . , θ E n ) we have the following relations.
It follows that for i, j ≥ 2,
Proof. By the structure equations and (42),
It follows by Cartan's lemma [57, Section 6.3.1] that modulo multiples of θ E j , one has
Straightforward computations yield
Equations (43)-(48) now follow by comparing each entry in the matrix equation (51) ; and (49) follows by combining (46) and (47) .
Finally, assume i ∈ W + , j ∈ W − . By (48),
Proof. The full collection (θ E i ) n i=0 , (ω E i,j ) i<j is clearly a spanning set. For j ≥ 2, it follows from (47) that ω E 1,j belongs to the space spanned by {ω E 0,i , θ E i } n i=0 . Hence, by (50) , the displayed elements form a spanning set. To finish the proof, it remains to note that their number coincides with dim Ψ W = (n + 1) + n + p−1 2 + q−1 2 . We will denote by Θ j the dual of θ E j in this basis.
Proposition 5.9. For i ≥ 2 we have the following relations between forms on Ψ nd .
In particular ω B i,0 is σ-homogeneous for all i ≥ 1 with σ-degrees
Then for each fixed i = 0, . . . , n we have n j=0 D ij ∧ θ E j = 0. By Cartan's lemma, there exists some symmetric matrix
Expanding the coefficients of D in the basis and writing explicitly the symmetry conditions yields the equation
The entries of D are as follows
In the following, let i, j ≥ 2. Plugging particular triples (i, a, b) into (52) we obtain the following equations (0, 0, 1) :
Then from the three equations
The statement follows.
Curvature forms.
Lemma 5.10. The curvature forms ǫΩ B 1,0 , |σ| 1 and Ω B i,j with i, j ≥ 2 admit a smooth extension to Ψ W . In particular, all the curvature forms Ω B i,j are σhomogeneous, and deg σ Ω B ] denote the Riemannian curvature (3, 1)-tensor of Q. Take vector fieldsũ,ṽ on Ψ nd W , and let u, v be their respective projections to M . Then (27) gives
By (38) , it follows for i, j ≥ 2 that
, which clearly extends smoothly to Ψ W .
Similarly, by (36)- (38) ,
Recall that we denote by ω P , ω Q the connection forms on the flag bundle Φ W , while the restrictions to the subbundle Ψ W where denoted ω E , ω B .
Lemma 5.11. Consider M = R p,q = R n+1 with the standard forms Q, P , and fix ψ ∈ Ψ nd W . The connection forms ω P i,j , ω Q i,j satisfy the following relations at ψ.
Proof. Let us prove iii) and iv), the other relations being similar. Recall that
which is iii). To show iv), recall that B j ∈ span(E 0 , . . . , E j ) on Φ W and B j = E j at ψ. Therefore, for i > j ≥ 2,
Lemma 5.12. Let M p ′ ,q ′ ⊂ R p,q be a pseudo-Riemannian submanifold. Let Φ M ⊂ Φ W be the subset consisting of flags {L i } n i=0 of R p,q such that there exists some
Proof. Suppose first that ψ ∈ Φ M ∩ Ψ nd W . By the structure equations on M and R p,q ,
The stated equations follow using Lemma 5.11. For ψ / ∈ Ψ nd W the equations follow by continuity using Lemma 5. Proof. Denote U := P + (T M ) \ (P + (V + ) ∪ P + (V − )). Restrict φ k,r to U , and identify with its pull-back by π 0 : Ψ W → U . From Proposition 5.6 i,j = 0. Sinceω i,j ,Ω i,j are antisymmetric, these σ-degrees are independent of the order of indices. Using these values, and Proposition 3.3, it is straightforward to compute the σ-degree of each term in (35) . Those terms containing a factor θ B 1 or a factor
. The remaining terms are multiples of ω B 0,1 and have σ-degree m−k−1
2
. Examining the definition of φ k,r , we conclude it is σ-homogeneous of π * 0 σ-degree m−k−1 2 on Ψ W \ π −1 0 LC M , and thus by Lemma 3.6 also over U \ LC M with the same σ-degree. As LC M ⊂ U , it follows by Lemma 3.2 that φ k,r ∈ H m−k−1 2 (P + (T M ), σ).
We now use Definition 3.4 to define certain meromorphic families of generalized forms on P + (T M ). By Propositions 3.5 and 5.13, the following are well-defined.
Lemma 5.15. The generalized forms φ i k,r are independent of the choice of P .
Proof. We will consider the case of even (m − k) and i = 0, as all other cases can be treated similarly. Let P 1 , P 2 be two Riemannian structures. We then get two meromorphic families that are given by φ j In case M has a definite metric we extend the previous definitions as follows. When M p,0 is Riemannian, the smooth form φ + k,r is defined on the whole P + (T M ) and we put φ 0 k,r = φ + k,r , φ 1 k,r = 0. When M 0,q is negative definite, the form φ − k,r is smooth on P + (T M ) and we put φ i k,
5.4.
Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures. By ω k we denote the volume of the k-dimensional Euclidean unit ball.
ii) The Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures are the complex-valued generalized curvature measures
Define LK(M ) ⊂ C −∞ (M ) to be the span of all ReΛ k , ImΛ k as k ≥ 0. iii) The intrinsic volumes are the complex-valued generalized valuations
The span of all Reµ k , Imµ k is denoted LK(M ) ⊂ V −∞ (M ). It is straightforward to check that, if m − k + 1 is even,
where the sum runs over 1 ≤ α 1 , . . . , α m−k+1 ≤ m + 1 and τ ∈ S m−k+1 , and
are the components of the curvature tensor R (in a Q-orthonormal basis) after raising one index.
It will be convenient to consider the generalized curvature measures C i k,r ∈ C −∞ k (M ), for 0 ≤ 2r ≤ k ≤ m, 0 ≤ 2s ≤ m + 1 and i ∈ Z 2 , defined by
In this notation
Remark 5. 19 .
is isometry-invariant, it can be considered as a generalized form of top degree on P + (R p,q ), that is λ 0 ∈ M −∞ (P + (R p,q ), C) O(p,q) . It is not hard to show that Re(λ 0 ), Im(λ 0 ) span the space of all such generalized measures.
5.5.
Wave front sets. It will be convenient to make the statements in cotangent space, while carrying out the proofs in the tangent space. Proof. As C i,M k,r is represented by multiples of ψ m+1,r and φ i,M k,r , it remains to note that the former is smooth by Lemma 5.2.
Corollary 5.22. Let e : (X, g) M p,q be an isometrically immersed pseudo-Riemannian, or more generally LC-regular, manifold. Then e * C i,M k,r is well-defined. Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.21 and Proposition 4.15.
We need more information on the wave front set for the restriction computation. 
x M is non-degenerate, the conclusion follows as before.
Restricting Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures
We proceed to establish Weyl's principle for pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, which reads as follows. 
If ω x = 0 for all x ∈ M , then ω = 0.
ii) Let W r be a compact manifold (possibly with boundary). Setĩ x = i x × Id : S| x × W ֒→ S × W , and p :
i) We may assume E = S × R, and furthermore by the sheaf property of distributions we may work locally and assume ξ) . We use the Lebesgue measures on M , F to identify functions and measures. Let η ∈ C ∞ c (S) be a test function supported in M η × F η . We ought to show ω, η = 0.
Let ω j → ω, j → ∞ be a smooth approximating sequence in the normal topology of C −∞ WF(ω) (S). By Fubini's theorem,
As j → ∞, we have ω j , η → ω, η by definiton, and similarly for every 
we can restrict it to H ψ , where all connection forms vanish, while the solder form θ E i are linearly independent. Hence B i = 0, as required. Now σ = Q(E0) P (E0) . Working with the distinguished coordinates x j , together with the associated coordinates ξ j on the tangent space, it is clear that ∂σ
Recalling thatω i,j = −ǫ i ω j,i , it follows from Propositions 5.6 and 5.9 that, at a point z 0 of quadratic compatibility,
where the smooth form ρ k,r is given by
From (60) and Definition 5.14 we conclude that, at a point z 0 of quadratic compatibility,
We also can rewrite the form ψ m+1,r in the following way:
sgn(π)Ω B π0,π1 ∧ · · · ∧Ω B π2r−2,π2r−1 ∧ θ π2r ∧ · · · ∧ θ πm .
6.3.
Weyl's lemma. The following is well-known. Lemma 6.4. Let ·, · be a symmetric form of signature (p, q) in R n = R p+b . The algebra of SO(p, q)-invariant elements of Sym(R n ) * is generated by ·, · and det.
Then g · Φ = 0 for every g in the real Lie algebra so(p, q). Hence g · Φ C = 0 for every g in so(p, q) ⊗ C, which is the Lie algebra of the complex group SO(p, q, C).
. Then A → JAJ −1 defines an isomorphism SO(p, q, C) → SO(n, C), compatible with the actions of these groups on C n . It follows that the pull-back (J −1 ) * Φ C is SO(n, C)-invariant. By the first fundamental theorem for SO(n, C) [36] , (J −1 ) * Φ C is a polynomial in the standard complex bilinear product (·, ·) and the complex determinant det C . Therefore, Φ C is a polynomial in J * (·, ·) and det C . The statement follows.
We need to generalize Weyl's lemma from [60] to indefinite signatures. Lemma 6.5 (Weyl lemma). Let R p,q be endowed with the standard Euclidean product P (x, y) = j x j y j as well as the bilinear form Q(x, y) = x 1 y 1 + · · · + x p y p − x p+1 y p+1 − · · · − x p+q y p+q .
Let V be a vector space, and let ζ 1 , . . . , ζ h ∈ V * ⊗ R p,q . Let S p+q−1 = {y : P (y, y) = 1} be the unit sphere endowed with the volume form dS p+q−1 induced by P . Then
and where c(p + q, h) = 0 if h is odd, and for even h
.
Proof. For p = 0 or q = 0, the statement follows from the Lemma in Weyl's paper [60] . We proceed with the case pq = 0. Note that the integral is invariant by any g ∈ SO(p, q). Indeed, letḡ : S p+q−1 → S p+q−1 be given byḡ(y) = g(y) P (g(y)) 1 2 . The Jacobian of z =ḡy is dzS p+q−1 dyS p+q−1 = P (gy) − p+q 2 . This can be seen by identifying S p+q−1 = P + (R p,q ), then noting that the bundle of dual densities is SL(R p+q )-equivariantly isomorphic to the bundle Dens(L) p+q over L ∈ P + (R p,q ), and the action ofḡ on Dens(L) is by P (gy) − 1 2 . Then (Q(ḡy,ḡy))Q(ḡy, ζ 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Q(ḡy, ζ h )P (g(y)) − p+q
as claimed. By linearity and the previous lemma, the integral must be a linear combination of terms of the form
The result follows by skew-symmetry, except for the constants. To find these, let us take ζ j = dx j ⊗ (1, 0, · · · , 0) T and compute
Let us consider u(y) = Q(y, y) as a function on S p+q−1 . Its gradient has P -norm |∇u(y)| = 2 1 − u(y) 2 . Its level sets are u −1 (r) = 1+r
The coarea formula then gives
Proof. We will computeφ i k,0 = β * α * φ i k,0 where α, β are as in (7) . By Lemma 5.23 and Lemma 6.2, (φ i k,0 ) z0 is well-defined for all z 0 ∈ M , and those values determinẽ φ i k,0 . By invariance of the constructions, we may only consider z 0 such that T z0 M is spanned by the coordinate vectors ∂ ∂x0 , · · · , ∂
Let P, Q be the standard bilinear forms on R n+1 ≡ R p,q := N . Let E 0 , . . . , E n be a P -orthonormal frame of R p,q defined locally on P M so that E 0 , . . . , E m define a local section of the full flag bundle Φ(M ) → P M , (where P M is identified with P + (T M ) using Q). Suppose further that E 0 , . . . , E n defines an element of Ψ W (R p,q ) (e.g. with respect to the partition W that has W + = {2, . . . , p ′ − 1, m + 1, . . . , m + p − p ′ + 1}) whenever E 0 ∈ S z0 M . In particular, SE r = ǫ r E r for m + 1 ≤ r ≤ n at S z0 M , with ǫ r = 1 if r ∈ W + and ǫ r = −1 otherwise.
Given ξ ∈ P M , t ∈ [0, π 2 ] and y ∈ S n−m−1 put H(ξ, t, y) = cos(t)ξ + sin(t) n−m r=1 y r SE m+r (ξ), and consider H : P M × [0, π 2 ] × S n−m−1 → P N given by H(ξ, t, y) = P − 1 2 ( H(ξ, t, y)) H(ξ, t, y). Note that H(ξ, π 2 , y) is Q-orthogonal to T x M for ξ ∈ S x M . We will assume that E 0 , . . . , E m and SE m+1 , . . . , SE n are positively oriented bases of T x M and its Qorthogonal complement, respectively.
Letp be the projection of P M × [0, π 2 ] × S n−m−1 to the first factor. Then β * α * (φ i k,0 ) =p * H * (φ i k,0 ). We proceed to compute this generalized form evaluated at z 0 . By Lemma 6.2 ii), we havep
, y ∈ S n−m−1 , letÊ 0 (ξ, t, y), . . . ,Ê m+1 (ξ, t, y) be the Porthonormal basis obtained by the Gram-Schmidt process applied to the sequence H(ξ, t, y), E 1 (ξ), . . . , E m (ξ), d dt H(ξ, t, y). Note thatÊ 0 ≡ H. Given y ∈ S n−m−1 and ξ ∈ S x M , letÊ m+2 , . . . ,Ê n be a positively oriented P -orthonormal basis of the P -orthogonal space to T x M ⊕ R n−m r=1 y r SE m+r . Taken together,Ê 0 , . . . ,Ê n form a P -orthonormal basis. Let θ E i , ω E i,j (resp.θ E i ,ω E i,j ) be the solder and connection forms associated to E 0 , . . . , E n (resp.Ê 0 , . . . ,Ê n ). Thus θ E i , ω E i,j are differential forms on P M , whileθ E i ,ω E i,j are forms on P M × [0, π 2 ] × S n−m−1 . By (61) and (62) , and noting that ρ k,0 is O(n)-invariant, we have
Given ξ ∈ S z0 M , note that P (H(ξ, t, y)) = 1, d(P (H)) (ξ,t,y) = 0 andÊ i (ξ, t, y) = Thus, the following relations hold at (ξ, t, y) with ξ ∈ S z0 M
, where e j = (P (Ê m+j , SE m+1 ), . . . , P (Ê m+j , SE n )) ∈ R n−m . The vectors e 2 , . . . , e n−m are orthonormal, as their entries are the coordinates ofÊ m+2 , . . . ,Ê n with respect to the P -orthonormal basis SE m+1 , . . . , SE n . Hence, e 2 , . . . , e n−m form a positively oriented orthonormal basis of T y S n−m−1 , and thuŝ
We now compute (p z0 ) * H * (φ i k,0 ) z0 = (p 2 ) * (p 1 ) * H * (φ i k,0 ) z0 , where
are the projections. Denoting σ t (ξ, u) = σ N (H(ξ, t, u)), by (63) and Proposition 3.8, we have
Considering
we have y,ζ j = Q(y, ζ j ), and by the Gauss equations of Lemma 5.12
Given π ∈ S m , let δ(π) = |σ M | 1 2 if 1 ∈ {π 1 , . . . , π h }, and δ(π) = 1 otherwise.
The Weyl Lemma 6.5 yields
,π2 ∧ · · · ∧Ω B π h−1 ,π h . Now we take the Riemannian metric P ′ given by Lemma 5.5 iii). Since P ′ coincides with P up to second order, their solder and connection forms coincide at z 0 . Therefore, for even h,
Thus,
The statement follows. Proposition 6.7. Let e : M p ′ ,q ′ → R p,q be an isometric embedding, and put m = p ′ + q ′ − 1, n = p + q − 1. The interior term of the restriction e * C i k,0 is
if m − k is odd, and it vanishes otherwise.
Proof. Let q, θ be as in (7), and z 0 as in the previous proof. Using Lemma 5.23, and applying Lemma 6.2ii) with S = M and W = N * z0 M , we conclude that q * θ * φ i k,0 is a smooth measure, and we may compute the restriction q * θ * φ i k,0 | z0 fiberwise. Take a P -orthonormal frame E 0 , . . . , E n defined on M , such that E 0 , . . . , E m are tangent to M , and SE i = ǫ i E i at z 0 for i = 0, . . . , n. Define G : M × S n−m−1 → P N by
Note that σ N (G(z 0 , y)) = n−m r=1 ǫ m+r y 2 r = Q(y). LetÊ 0 (x, y), . . . ,Ê m+1 (x, y) be the P -orthonormal vectors obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt process to G(x, y), E 1 , . . . , E m , −E 0 . Letθ i ,ω i,j be the corresponding solder and connection forms. Note that theseÊ i correspond to the previ-ousÊ i when t = π 2 , σ = ǫ, τ = 0. Hence, at z 0 we can use the previously obtained relations forθ E i ,ω E i,j taking these values for t, σ, τ .
Moreover, at z 0 we haveω E m+1,0 = n−m r=1 y r ω E m+r,0 andω E m+2,0 ∧ · · · ∧ω E n,0 ≡ dS n−m−1 modulo terms vanishing at T y S n−m−1 . Therefore
where, using the notation (64), (65), (67), and puttingζ 0 = ǫ(ω E 0,m+1 , . . . , ω E 0,n ),
By the Weyl Lemma 6.5 and the Gauss equations of Lemma 5.12,
where we put ζ 0 = ǫζ 0 . Therefore,
which vanishes if m − k is even. The statement follows.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let e : M p ′ ,q ′ N p,q be an isometric immersion between pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. We want to show that e * Λ N k = Λ M k . The case N = R p,q follows from Propositions 6.6 and 6.7 as we show next. Suppose that e : M p ′ ,q ′ R p,q is an isometric immersion. Since the curvature of R p,q vanishes, we have by (58) 
using (58) and considering different cases according to the parity of q − q ′ . 7.2. Thus Λ X k / ∈ C −∞ k+1 (X, C), and similarly µ X k / ∈ W −∞ k+1 (X, C). The last statement reduces to R p,q by the Nash embedding theorem and Weyl principle. Corollary 7.4. If (X n , g) is LC-regular and contains a pseudo-Riemannian subset of indefinite signature, then (µ X k ) n k=0 , (μ X k ) n−1 k=1 are linearly independent over R, as well as (Λ X k ) n k=0 , (Λ X k ) n−1 k=0 . In particular for M p,q with p, q ≥ 1, we have dim R LK(M ) = 2 dim M + 1 and dim R LK(M ) = 2 dim M .
Proof. By Proposition 7.3, we may consider each k separately. For k ≥ 1, the statement follows from Propositions 7.2 and 4.4. For k = 0, µ X 0 is the Euler characteristic by Theorem 8.1. By assumption, we may find a submanifold M 1,1 ⊂ X ND . It now can be seen from definition that Λ M 0 = Λ X 0 | M has linearly independent real and imaginary parts, completing the proof.
Remark 7.5. For (X n , g) LC-regular, the last statement of the corollary fails in general. By Proposition 7.2, dim Span{ReΛ n , Im Λ n } ∈ {1, 2} depending on the signatures occurring in X.
Proof of Theorem D. The existence of the functors has been proven in Section 6. For uniqueness of the valuation functor, assume that ψ : ΨMet → GVal is a covariant functor commuting with M. Fix p, q > 0. By [17] we know that dim Val −∞ (R p,q ) O(p,q) = 2(p + q). Using Corollary 7.4 we conclude that
with constants a k , b k . These constants do not depend on the choice of R p,q as long as p + q > k, as follows by applying the functoriality of µ k to some simultaneous isometric embeddings of R p,q and R p ′ ,q ′ into some R p ′′ ,q ′′ . We now define sequences a k , b k , k = 0, 1, . . . by taking arbitrary p + q > k in (70). Then ψ = Proposition 7.6. Let (X, g) be LC-regular, and λ = 0. Then
Analogous formulas hold for the intrinsic volumes.
Proof. By Definition 6.9, we may assume (X, g) = (M, Q) is pseudo-Riemannian. For λ > 0, the stated formula follows easily from the scaling properties of solder, connection and curvature forms. It remains only to prove the case λ = −1.
Put Q = −Q, and note that a compatible Riemannian metric P for Q is also compatible with Q. Given a partition W = W + ∪ · W − , we take the partition W given by W ± = W ∓ and get Φ W = Φ W , Ψ W = Ψ W . The corresponding solder, connection and curvature forms are related by θ i = θ i , ω i,j = ω i,j , Ω i,j = Ω i,j , while σ = −σ, ǫ i = −ǫ i . It follows that φ k,r = (−1) m−k+r φ k,r on the open orbits. For m − k even, one checks that
Using (58) one gets
as stated. The statement for intrinsic volumes follows by globalization.
Next we address the dependence of Λ k on the metric. We work with the local Hölder space of functions C n+α = C n,α with n ≥ 0 and 0 < α < 1, consisting of C n functions whose derivatives of order n are locally α-Hölder. For f ∈ C n+α c (R m+1 ), write f n+α for the corresponding norm. We define Hölder norms for compactly supported functions on a manifold, by using a partition of unity. The norm of a differential form is taken to be the maximum of the norms of the coefficients of the form in the corresponding standard basis. Remark 7.8. Note that Λ m is continuous in the C 0 topology on Met p,q (M ), as Λ M m (X, f ) = 1 2 ∂X i q ∂X,x f d vol ∂X,Q| ∂X . The same holds for LC-regular metrics. Proof. We may assume M = R m+1 . As the inner term of Λ k is a smooth measure given by a polynomial in the curvature tensor, it remains to consider the boundary term. It suffices to show that the forms φ i k,r defined in Section 5.3.4 are continuous. Denote ν = m+3−k 2 + ǫ. We may choose a C ν -smooth assignment of compatible Riemannian metrics P = P (Q) over M for Q ∈ Met p,q (M ) in a C ν -neighborhood Ω of some Q 0 . The forms φ k,r are given by linear combinations of products σ * Q χ d · ρ Q , where σ Q = Q P ∈ C ∞ (P + (T M )),
, and ρ Q is a smooth form that is C ν−2 -continuous in Q ∈ Ω. Note that χ d ∈ C −d−1+ǫ c (R) * for all ǫ > 0, see (12) . It follows that σ * Q χ d ∈ C ν−2 (P + (T M )) * , as the singular points of χ d are regular values of σ Q .
Fix cut-off functions ψ 1 , ψ 2 ∈ C ∞ c (P + (T M )) such that Supp ψ 2 ⊂ ψ −1 1 (1). Denote B = {β ∈ C ν−2 Supp ψ1 (P + (T M )) : β ν−2 = 1}. For ρ ∈ C ν−2 (P + (T M )) and η ∈ C ν−2 (P + (T M )) * we have ψ 2 ηρ * ν−2 ≤ sup β∈B β, ψ 2 ηρ = sup β∈B βψ 1 ρ, ψ 2 η ≤ C ψ 2 η * ν−2 ψ 1 ρ ν−2 for some constant C > 0. We then may write We use an auxiliary Riemannian structure and the co-area formula to write
which is readily seen to be C ν−2 -continuous in Q ∈ Ω, uniformly in β ∈ B. The inclusion C ν (P + (T M )) * ֒→ C −∞ (P + (T M )) is continuous with the strong dual topology on the right hand side, hence Q → σ * Q χ d · ρ Q is continuous on Ω.
Corollary 7.9. For a manifold X n , 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 2 and ǫ > 0, the assignment Λ k : Met LC (X) → C −∞ (M, C) is continuous in the C n− k 2 +1+ǫ topology on Met LC (X).
Proof. Recall the locally defined embedding e : X ֒→ (M, G) constructed in Lemma 4.10. Clearly G can be chosen to depend arbitrarily smoothly on g. By Proposition 7.7, Λ M,G k is continuous in G, hence Λ X,g k = e * Λ M,G k is continuous in g.
Remark 7.10. Similarly one can show that when Λ k is restricted to the LC-regular metrics g on X n with dim Ker g ≤ ν, it is continuous in the C n+ν−k 2 +1+ǫ topology.
Our next proposition generalizes the tube formula by Willison, who considered the case q ′ = q = 1 [62] .
Let M p ′ ,q ′ ⊂ R p,q be a pseudo-Riemannian submanifold. Let Proof. The tube is bounded precisely when (T x M ) Q has definite signature; i.e. when p = p ′ or q = q ′ . Consider first the case q = q ′ and put p + q = n + 1, p ′ + q = m + 1. Then exp * (d vol) = dt ∧ (θ 1 + tω 1,0 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (θ n + tω n,0 ) = dt ∧ n k=0 t k k!(n − k)! φ 0 n−k,0 .
By Theorem 6.1, Eq. (72) follows for q = q ′ . The case p = p ′ follows by flipping the sign of the metric, and using Λ k (M q ′ ,p ′ , U ) = i k (−1) q ′ Λ k (M p ′ ,q ′ , U ) (see Prop. 7.6).
Euler characteristic and Chern-Gauss-Bonnet
We establish a pseudo-Riemannian representation of the Euler characteristic, extending the integral formula discovered by Chern in the Riemannian case [24] to the LC-regular setting. We also supplement the pseudo-Riemannian Weil-Allendoerfer-Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem [14, 25] with the boundary term, giving an expression for χ(A) in pseudo-Riemannian terms for sufficiently nice A ⊂ M , rather than for A = M alone. Theorem 8.1. It holds on any LC-regular manifold (X, g) that µ X 0 = χ. In particular, if X is compact, then X κ X 0 = χ(X).
Recall those are in fact two equalities on real-valued curvature measures, globalizing to χ and 0, respectively.
Proof. Consider first X = R p,q . Recall [16] that the space of translation invariant generalized valuations on X coincides with Val −∞ (X) = Val ∞ (X) * ⊗ Dens(X). In particular, Val −∞ 0 (X) = Val ∞ 0 (X) = Span{χ}. It follows that µ X 0 = c(p, q)χ for some c(p, q) ∈ C. It holds by Theorem 6.1 that for all p, q, p ′ , q ′ , c(p, q) = c(p ′ , q ′ ). One easily verifies that c(1, 0) = 1. Now for any LC-regular manifold X there is an isometric embedding e : X ֒→ R p,q . We find by Theorem 6.1 that µ X 0 = e * µ R p,q 0 = e * χ = χ.
An immediate corollary is a Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem for pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with generic boundary, as follows. Here ν is the outer normal to ∂M .
As a trivial but useful remark, we may replace each integrand with its real part. Let us describe the integrands κ 0 , ν * λ 0 in the case of submanifolds in R p,q . We recall that for a closed LC-regular submanifold of general codimension,
where N X ⊂ R p,q × P + (R p,q ), and π : N X → X is the projection. Note that At non-degenerate points, an intrinsic expression for κ 0 is given in Remark 5.18.
Proposition 8.3. Let X n ⊂ R p,q be an oriented LC-regular hypersurface. Let x ∈ X be a non-degenerate point, and ν a locally defined outer unit normal. Then
where K is the determinant of the shape operator S x : T x X → T x X.
Proof. Assume Q(ν(x)) > 0. Fix a compatible P with Q(ν(x)) = P (ν(x)). Then
The second case follows by flipping the sign of the metric.
We turn to applications of Theorem 8.1. First, we recover a well-known topological fact. Proof. If p ≡ q mod 2, then dim M is odd and κ M 0 vanishes, hence χ(M ) = 0. If q is odd, then µ 0 (M ) ∈ iR by (58) . Thus χ(M ) = 0. This covers all cases.
Inspecting the definition of Λ 0 , we obtain a-priori information about the Euler characteristic of subsets of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Corollary 8.5. For X ∈ P(M p,q , Q) LC-transversal, χ(X) is determined by i) the Q-positive subset of N Q X, if q is even and p odd; ii) the Q-negative subset of N Q X, if q is odd and p even; iii) any subset of N Q X containing a neighborhood of the Q-degenerate subset, if p, q are both odd.
Examples.
• In M 1,1 , the Euler characteristic is determined by C 1 0,0 , which is a multiple of χ −1 1 (σ) = δ 0 (σ). Thus the boundary term of χ(X) is proportional to the number of degenerate tangent lines to ∂X, counted with signed multiplicity. More precisely,
where N X · LC M is the intersection number. The latter is well defined as both N X and LC M can be locally oriented by a local choice of orientation on M .
• In R 2,1 , the Euler characteristic is determined by C 1 0,0 , which is a multiple of χ − 3 2 1 (σ). Thus for an LC-regular closed surface X ⊂ R 2,1 ,
where K E is the Gaussian curvature with respect to the standard Euclidean structure, dA E the Euclidean area measure, and ν E the Euclidean outer unit normal. For example, for X = S 2 ⊂ R 2,1 the unit Euclidean sphere we find 
